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Efficient Parallel String Comparison
Peter Krusche and Alexander Tiskin
Department of Computer Science
The University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, United Kingdom
E-mail: {peter, tiskin}@dcs.warwick.ac.uk†
The longest common subsequence (LCS) problem is a classical method of string comparison.
Several coarse-grained parallel algorithms for the LCS problem have been proposed in the past.
However, none of these algorithms achieve scalable communication. In this paper, we pro-
pose the first coarse-grained parallel LCS algorithm with scalable communication. Moreover,
the algorithm is work-optimal, synchronisation-efficient, and solves a more general problem of
semi-local string comparison, improving in at least two of these aspects on each of the prede-
cessors.
1 Introduction
Computing longest common subsequences of strings is a common method of comparing
strings, which is also referred to as string or sequence alignment. It has applications in
biology, signal processing and many other areas. Finding the length of the longest com-
mon subsequence (LCS) is of interest as a measure of string similarity and is equivalent
to finding the Levenshtein string edit distance9,16. In the BSP model15,6, the LCS of two
strings of length n can be computed in O(n2/p) computational work using p processors,
O(n) communication andO(p) supersteps using the standard dynamic programming algo-
rithm16 combined with the grid dag method10 (see also2,7). In addition, various algorithmic
applications12 require computing the LCS lengths for a string against all substrings of the
other string, and/or the LCS lengths for all prefixes of one string against all suffixes of
the other string. These additional tasks can be performed in the BSP model at no extra
asymptotic cost by combining the grid dag method with the sequential algorithm by Alves
et al.4 or the one by Tiskin14 (both based on an algorithm by Schmidt11).
Alternative algorithms by Tiskin13,14 compute LCS lengths using a fast method for
(max,+) multiplication of highest-score matrices in an implicit (critical point) represen-
tation. Using this method, two highest-score matrices with n critical points each can be
multiplied in time O(n1.5). Overall, parallel computation of the implicit highest-score
matrix for two given strings can be performed in local computation W = O(n2/p), com-
munication H = O(n log p) and S = log p supersteps.
None of the described algorithms achieve scalable communication, i.e. communica-
tion O(n/pα) with α > 0. In this paper, we propose the first BSP algorithm with
scalable communication, running in local computation W = O(n2/p), communication
H = O(n log p/
√
p) and S = log p supersteps. The key idea of the algorithm is to carry
out the highest-score matrix multiplication procedure in parallel and in a constant number
of supersteps. An overview of previous results and new improvements is given in Table 1.
†The authors acknowledge the support of DIMAP (the Centre for Discrete Mathematics and its Applications)
during this work.
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Table 1. Parallel algorithms for LCS/Levenshtein distance computation
global /
str.-substr. / W H S References
prefix-suffix
• / - / - O(n2p ) O(n) O(p) 10+16
• / • / • O(n2p ) O(n) O(p) 10+4,14
• / • / • O(n2 lognp ) O(n
2 log p
p ) O(log p)
1
• / • / - O(n2p ) O(pn log p) O(log p) 3
• / • / - O(n2p ) O(n log p) O(log p) 13,4
• / • / • O(n2p ) O(n log p√p ) O(log p) NEW
2 The BSP Model
The BSP model introduced by Valiant15 describes a parallel computer with three parame-
ters (p, g, l). The performance of the communication network is characterised by a linear
approximation, using parameters g and l. Parameter g, the communication gap, describes
how fast data can be transmitted continuously by the network (in relation to the computa-
tion speed of the individual processors) after the transfer has started. The communication
latency l represents the overhead that is necessary for starting up communication. A BSP
computation is divided into supersteps, each consisting of local computations and a com-
munication phase. At the end of each superstep, the processes are synchronised using a
barrier-style synchronisation. Consider a computation consisting of S supersteps. For each
specific superstep 1 ≤ s ≤ S and each processor 1 ≤ q ≤ p, let hins,q be the maximum
number of data units received and houts,q the maximum number of data units sent in the com-
munication phase on processor q. Further, let ws be the maximum number of operations in
the local computation phase. The whole computation has separate computation cost W =∑S
s=1 ws and communication cost H =
∑S





The total running time is given by the sum T =
∑S
s=1 Ts =W+ g · H+ l · S.
3 Problem Analysis and Sequential Algorithm
Let x = x1x2 . . . xm and y = y1y2 . . . yn be two strings over an alphabet Σ. A substring
of any string x can be obtained by removing zero or more characters from the beginning
and/or the end of x. A subsequence of string x is any string that can be obtained by
deleting zero or more characters, i.e. a string with characters xjk , where jk < jk+1 and
1 ≤ jk ≤ m for all k. The longest common subsequence of two strings is the longest string
that is a subsequence of both input strings. A common approach to finding the LCS of two
strings is to define a grid directed acyclic graph, which has vertical and horizontal edges
of weight 0, and diagonal edges of weight 1 for every character match between the input
strings. Let this alignment dag be defined by a set of vertices vi,j with i ∈ {0, 1, 2. . . . ,m}
and j ∈ {0, 1, 2. . . . , n} and edges as follows. We have horizontal and vertical edges
vi,j−1 → vi,j and vi−1,j → vi,j of weight 0, and diagonal edges vi−1,j−1 → vi,j of
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weight 1 that are present only when xi = yj . Longest common subsequences of a sub-
string xixi+1 . . . xj and y correspond to longest paths in this graph from vi−1,0 to vj,m. In
addition to the standard LCS problem in which only strings x and y are compared, we con-
sider its generalisation semi-local LCS, which includes computation of the lengths of the
string-substring LCS, the prefix-suffix LCS and symmetrically the substring-string LCS
and the suffix-prefix LCS. Solutions to the semi-local LCS problem can be represented by
a matrix A(i, j), where each entry is related to the length of the longest common subse-
quence of y and substring xi . . . xj (or of substrings x1 . . . xi and yj . . . yn, etc.). Without
loss of generality, we will assume from now on that both input strings have the same length
n. In this case, matrix A has size N ×N with N = 2n.
The sequential algorithm by Tiskin14 computes a set of N critical points that can be
used to query the length of the LCS of string y and any substring xi . . . xj . These critical
points are given as (odd) half-integer pairs (ˆı, ˆ) (corresponding to positions between the
vertices of the alignment dag). Throughout this paper we will denote half-integer variables
using a ,ˆ and denote the set of half-integers {i+ 12 , i+ 32 , . . . , j− 12} as 〈i : j〉 (analogously,
we denote the set of integers {i, i + 1, . . . , j} as [i : j]). A point (r1, c1) is dominated by
another point (r2, c2) if r1 ≥ r2 and c1 ≤ c2. It has been shown14 that there are N critical
points, such that every entry A(i, j) can be computed as A(i, j) = j − i − a(i, j), where
a(i, j) is the number of critical points that are dominated by the pair of integers (i, j).
This set of critical points defines a permutation matrix DA, which is used as an implicit
representation of the highest-score matrixA. Having computed all critical points, querying
the values for A(i, j) is possible in O(log2N) time per query by using a range tree5, or by
using an asymptotically more efficient data structure8.
Furthermore, Tiskin14 describes a procedure which, given two highest-score matrices
that correspond to adjacent strips in the grid dag, computes the highest-score matrix for
the union of these two strips. This procedure can be reduced to the multiplication of two
integer matrices in the (min,+) semiring. As an input, we have the nonzeros of two
N×N permutation matricesDA andDB . The procedure computes anN×N permutation
matrix DC , such that the permutation distribution matrix dC is the (min,+) product of





DC (ˆı, kˆ), (3.1)
and dA and dB are defined analogously. Matrices DA, DB and DC have half-integer in-
dices ranging over 〈0 : N〉. Furthermore, we assume without loss of generality that N is
a power of 2. By exploiting the monotonicity properties of permutation-distribution matri-
ces, the procedure runs in timeO(N1.5) for matrices of sizeN×N , given by their implicit
(critical point) representation. The method uses a divide-and-conquer approach that recur-
sively partitions the output matrix into smaller blocks in order to locate its nonzeros.
We will now describe the matrix multiplication method in more detail. As an input, we
have the nonzeros of the permutation matricesDA andDB , which are both of sizeN ×N .
The procedure computes the permutation matrix DC . At every level of the recursion, we
consider a square block in DC corresponding to the set of indices 〈i0 − h : i0〉 × 〈k0 :
k0 + h〉. We will call such a block a C-block, and denote every such block by the triple
(i0, k0, h). For every C-block, we compute the number of nonzeros contained within. We
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can stop recursing in two cases: if the C-block does not contain any nonzeros, or if it is of
size 1 × 1 and thus specifies the location of a nonzero. The number of nonzeros in a C-
block is computed as follows. For each C-block, we define a subset of relevant nonzeros
in DA with indices I(i0,k0,h) = {(ˆı, ˆ) ∈ 〈i0 − h : i0〉 × 〈0 : N〉 and DA(ˆı, ˆ) = 1} and
a subset of relevant nonzeros in DB with indices K(i0,k0,h) = {(ˆ, kˆ) ∈ 〈0 : N〉 × 〈k0 :
k0 + h〉 and DB(ˆ, kˆ) = 1}. We can split a given set of relevant nonzeros in DA and DB
into two sets at a position j ∈ [0 : N ], and determine the numbers of relevant nonzeros in
DA up to and including column j − 12 :
δ
(i0,k0,h)
A (j) = | {(ˆı, ˆ) ∈ I(i0,k0,h) and ˆ < j} | = dA(i0 − h, j)− dA(i0, j), (3.2)
as well as the number of relevant nonzeros in DB starting at row j + 12 :
δ
(i0,k0,h)
B (j) = | {(ˆ, kˆ) ∈ K(i0,k0,h) and ˆ > j} | = dB(j, k0 + h)− dB(j, k0). (3.3)
These sequences can be obtained in time O(N) by a scan of the relevant nonzeros in DA
and DB , which are given as inputab. At lower levels of the recursion, it is possible to
compute the values from the sequences that were computed at the previous level. Since,
for a fixed C-block, δA and δB only change at the values of j at which also the number
of nonzeros in the relevant part of DA or DB changes, we can define contiguous sets of j,
which we call the “j-blocks”, corresponding to a value of d ∈ [−h : h] which uniquely
identifies this block. We define J (i0,k0,h)(d) = {j | δ(i0,k0,h)A (j) − δ(i0,k0,h)B (j) = d}.
When I(i0,k0,h) and K(i0,k0,h) are given, we can determine the j-blocks by an O(h) scanc
of these sets. Notice that a j-block need not exist for every d. Particularly for small C-
blocks, there will be few j-blocks, as the number of relevant nonzeros decreases with the
block size. On the set of existing j-blocks, we define sequences




A (j) and ∆
(i0,k0,h)





The predicate “any” is taken over all j in the j-block J (i0,k0,h)(d) corresponding to d.
This is sufficient since for a fixed value of d, the corresponding values of δA(j) and δB(j)
are equal for all j in the j-block defined by d. When the value of either δA or δB changes,
the corresponding value of d changes, too. For each C-block, we are also interested in the
sequence of minima
M (i0,k0,h)(d) = min
j
(dA(i0, j) + dB(j, k0)), with j ∈ J (i0,k0,h)(d). (3.5)
The predicate “min” is taken over all j in the j-blocks corresponding to d since the values
dA(i0, j) + dB(j, k0) can be different inside a j-block.
At the top level, the set J (N,0,N)(d) always contains either one or zero elements, and
the corresponding sequence M (N,0,N)(d) = 0 for all d. At lower levels of the recursion
aIf the nonzeros are given as tuples, pre-sorting all tuples (ıˆ, ˆ) fromDA and (ˆ, kˆ) fromDB by ˆ can be used to
simplify the scanning procedure as this allows to access the tuples (ıˆ, ˆ) in I(i0,k0,h) and accordingly (ˆ, kˆ) in
K(i0,k0,h) in order of ˆ. The order can be preserved through the different levels of the recursion, and the sorting
can be carried out by bucket sorting without increasing the memory or computation cost.
bIf the whole matrix DC is used as a block for starting the recursion, these sequences are trivial, having
δ
(N,0,N)
A (j) = j and δ
(N,0,N)
B (j) = N − j, as I(N,0,N) contains all nonzeros in the permutation matrix
DA and K(N,0,N) contains all nonzeros in the permutation matrixDB .
cWe have | I(i0,k0,h) |=| K(i0,k0,h) |= h becauseDA andDB are permutation matrices.
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tree (i.e. for smaller block sizes h), the number of relevant nonzeros in DA and DB de-
creases, and the individual j-blocks contain more elements. At any level of the recursion
tree, sequence M (i0,k0,h) can be computed by an O(N) scan of the sets I(i0,k0,h) and
K(i0,k0,h). However, at lower levels of the recursion we can also determine the sequence
M corresponding to any C-subblock of any C-block (i0, k0, h) using an O(h) scan of
sequences M (i0,k0,h), ∆(i0,k0,h)A and ∆
(i0,k0,h)
B . Using sequences M
(i0,k0,h), ∆(i0,k0,h)A
and ∆(i0,k0,h)B , it is possible to obtain the values of dC at the four corners of the current
C-block in time O(h) by taking the minimum over all values d ∈ [−h : h] for which a
j-block exists:
dC(i0, k0) = min
d
M (i0,k0,h)(d), (3.6)








dC(i0 − h, k0 + h) = min
d
(∆(i0,k0,h)A (d) + ∆
(i0,k0,h)
B (d) + M
(i0,k0,h)(d)).
From these values, the number of nonzeros in the current block can be obtained by com-
puting dC(i0 − h, k0 + h)− dC(i0 − h, k0)− dC(i0, k0 + h) + dC(i0, k0). If this number
is zero, the recursion can terminate at the current C-block. Otherwise, the algorithm pro-
ceeds to recursively partition the block into four subblocks of size h2 in order to locate the
nonzeros. In order to partition the block, it is necessary to determine the sequences ∆A,
∆B andM for all four C-subblocks (i′, k′, h2 ) with (i
′, k′) ∈ {i0, i0− h2 }×{k0, k0+ h2 }.
To determine the sequences ∆A and ∆B , it is sufficient to scan the h2 relevant nonzeros in
every block. To establish the sequenceM for every C-subblock for all d′ ∈ [−h2 : h2 ], we
define sequences ∆¯ that contain the number of relevant nonzeros in subblock (i′, k′, h2 ) for
every j-block J (d) of the current C-block as
∆¯(i
′,k′,h2 )




A (j) and ∆¯
(i′,k′,h2 )





Using these sequences, it is possible to compute the sequences M for every C-subblock
from only the minima corresponding to the current C-block and the relevant nonzeros in
the C-subblock by taking
M (i0,k0,
h







2 )(d′) = min
d










2 )(d′) = min
d












2 )(d′) = min
d







A (d) + ∆¯
(i0−h2 ,k0+h2 ,h2 )
B (d)
over all d such that ∆¯(i
′,k′,h2 )
A (d) − ∆¯
(i′,k′,h2 )
B (d) = d
′ with d′ ∈ [−h2 : h2 ]. This is
equivalent to computing the j-blocks for the C-subblocks. Notice the difference in index
between sequences∆ and ∆¯: ∆¯ counts the numbers of relevant nonzeros corresponding to
the current C-block, whereas the sequences ∆ count numbers of relevant nonzeros in the
C-subblocks of the current C-block.
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4 Parallel Algorithm
The sequential highest-score matrix multiplication procedure can be used to derive a par-
allel algorithm13 that solves the semi-local LCS problem by partitioning the alignment
dag into p strips. The problem is solved independently on one processor for each strip
using dynamic programming11,4 to compute the implicit highest-score matrices, and then
“merging” the resulting highest-score matrices in a binary tree of height log p. This pro-
cedure requires data of size O(N) to be sent by every processor in every level of the tree.
The sequential merging requires time O(N1.5) for computing the resulting highest-score
matrix.
By parallelising the highest-score matrix multiplication algorithm and partitioning the
alignment dag into a grid of
√
p × √p square blocks, we reduce the number of critical
points that need to be transferred in every level of the tree to O(N/
√
p) per processor. We
assume w.l.o.g. that
√
p is an integer, and that every processor has an unique identifier q
with 0 ≤ q < p. Furthermore, we assume that every processor q corresponds to exactly
one pair (qx, qy) ∈ [0 : √p− 1]× [0 : √p− 1].
We now describe the parallel version of the highest-score matrix multiplication algo-
rithm. The initial distribution of the nonzeros of the input matrices is assumed to be even
among all processors, so that every processor holds Np nonzeros of DA and DB . The
recursive divide-and-conquer computation from the previous section has at most p inde-
pendent problems at level 12 log2 p. In the parallel version of the algorithm, we start the
recursion directly at this level, computing relevant nonzeros and sequenceM from scratch
as follows.
First we redistribute the nonzeros to strips of width Np by sending each nonzero (ˆı, ˆ)
inDA and each nonzero (ˆ, kˆ) inDB to processor b(ˆ− 12 ) · p/Nc. This is possible in one
superstep using communication O(Np ). To compute the values of sequence M for every
processor (M -values), we compute the elementary (min,+) products dA(qx · N√p , j) +
dB(j, qy · N√p ) for all j ∈ [0 : N ] and every pair (qx, qy). Every processor holds all
DA(ˆı, ˆ) and all DB(ˆ, kˆ) for ˆ ∈ 〈q · N√p : (q + 1) · N√p 〉. Since dA and dB are defined
from DA and DB by (3.1), we can compute the values dA(qx · N√p , j) and dB(j, qy · N√p )
in blocks of Np on every processor by using a parallel prefix (respectively parallel suffix)
operation. We have
√
p instances of parallel prefix (respectively parallel suffix), one for
each value of qx (respectively qy). Therefore, the total cost of the parallel prefix and suffix
computation is W = O(Np ·
√
p) = O( N√p ); the communication cost is negligible as long
as Np ≥ p ⇒ N ≥ p2. The parallel prefix and suffix operations can be carried out in
S = O(1) supersteps by computing intermediate (local) prefix results on every processor,
performing an all-to-all exchange of these values, and then locally combining on every
processor the local results with the corresponding intermediate values. After the prefix and
suffix computations, every processor holdsN/p values dA(qx · N√p , j)+ dB(j, qy · N√p ) for
j ∈ [q · N√p : (q + 1) · N√p ].
Now we redistribute the data, assigning a different C-block (qx · N√p , qy · N√p , N√p ) to
each processor q. To be able to continue the recursive procedure at this level, every proces-
sor must have the O( N√p ) values of sequenceM
(qx· N√p ,qy· N√p , N√p ), and the sets of relevant
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nonzeros inDA andDB . Each processor holds at mostN/p nonzeros inDA and the same
number of nonzeros in DB . Imagine that the nonzeros are added one by one to initially
empty matrices DA and DB . Each nonzero in DA (respectively in DB) can increase the
overall number of j-blocks by at most 1 for each of the
√
p C-blocks where this nonzero
is relevant; a nonzero does not affect the number of j-blocks for any other C-blocks. Each
j-block is assigned one value in the corresponding sequenceM . Therefore, the total num-
ber ofM -values per processor before redistribution is at mostN/p ·√p+ p = N/√p+ p.
The total number of M -values per processor after redistribution is N/
√
p, therefore the
communication is perfectly balanced, apart from the maximum of p values that can arise
due to processor boundaries “splitting” a j-block. Since every processor holdsN/p nonze-
ros before redistribution, and every nonzero is relevant for
√
p C-blocks, redistributing the
relevant nonzeros can also be done in O(N/
√
p) communication. After this, every pro-
cessor has all the data that are necessary to perform the sequential procedure from the
previous section on its C-block. The resulting parallel highest-score matrix multiplication
procedure has BSP cost W = O((N/
√




When applied to semi-local LCS computation, this algorithm is used at every level of
a quadtree merging scheme. At the bottom level, the alignment dag is partitioned into
a regular grid of p sub-dags of size n/
√
p × n/√p. The highest-score matrix for each
sub-dag is computed sequentially by a separate processor in computation work O(N2/p).
Then the matrices are merged sequentially with computation work O((N/
√
p)1.5) =
O(N1.5/p0.75). At higher levels of the quadtree, blocks are merged in parallel. In par-
ticular at level log r, 1 ≤ r ≤ p, the block size is N/√r, and each merge is performed by
a group of p/r processors in computation work W = O( (N/r
0.5)1.5





p0.75 ) and communication H = O(
(n/r0.5)
(p/r)0.5 ) = O(
n
p0.5 ). This analysis includes the
root of the quadtree, where r = 1. Overall, the new algorithm runs in local compu-




p0.75 ) = O(n
2/p) (assuming that n ≥ p2), communication
H = O(n log p√p ) and S = O(log p) supersteps.
5 Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper, we have presented an efficient coarse grained parallel algorithm for semi-
local string comparison based on a parallel highest-score matrix multiplication procedure.
Our algorithm reduces the BSP overall communication cost H to O(n log p/
√
p), running
in local computationW = O(n2/p) and using S = O(log p) supersteps. The local compu-
tation cost can be reduced slightly by using a subquadratic sequential algorithm14. Thus,
our algorithm is the first coarse-grained parallel LCS algorithm with scalable communi-
cation. Moreover, the algorithm is work-optimal, synchronisation-efficient, and solves a
more general problem of semi-local string comparison. It is worth mentioning here that
the algorithm can be extended to allow querying the actual longest common subsequences
(as opposed to just their lengths). Also, the data structures used by this algorithm allow
compact storage of the results, which is of advantage when comparing very large strings.
Since this algorithm is a useful building block for solving various algorithmic problems12,
we intend to implement this algorithm in order to investigate its practicality and to provide
an “algorithmic plug-in” for these applications.
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